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IQ is a leading information resource for 
the international live music business.
IQ operates across multiple platforms including a daily news 
resource and Index direct email news digest, IQ Magazine and a 
number of annual reports including the International Ticketing 
Yearbook and European Arenas Yearbook.

With subscribers in more than 60 countries, IQ Magazine 
reaches over 20,000 professionals working in the global 
concert and festival business. Readership at IQ-mag.net is 
currently growing at 30% annually with 500,000 unique users 
per year, while Index reaches over 12,000 subscribers.

An extension of the International Live Music Conference (ILMC), 
IQ’s readership includes the leading innovators and operators in 
the live music industry, including concert promoters, booking 
agents, festival organisers and venue operators.

Mixing up-to-the-minute news, comment, features, analysis and 
in-depth reports, IQ is a title for the industry, by the industry.
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WHAT WE DO
IQ MAGAZINE

Index in Brief
The main headlines of the last two months.

Analysis
Key stories and news analysis from across the  
live music industry.

New Signings & Rising Stars
A roundup of the latest acts that have been added  
to the rosters of international agents.

Your Shout & Readers’ Lives
Exploring the pastimes and passions of live  
music’s leaders.

Movers & Shakers
IQ’s digest of executive promotions and new hires.

A N A R C H Y
S O N S
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For two decades, Slipknot have been hell-bent on enticing 
people into their twisted world – one sold-out show at a 
time. As they embark on their largest tour to date, rock 

scribe James MacKinnon speaks to some of the key players 
in the band’s team to discover how The ’Knot reached the 

top on entirely their own terms…
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Slipknot_Feature

O
ver the course of two decades, the met-
al juggernaut known as Slipknot has 
continually grown in stature, thanks 
to the band’s long-term vision and 
sheer, bloody-minded determination. 

Over six albums, the heavy met-
allers from Des Moines, Iowa (where 
many of the nine masked members 

still call home), have garnered no fewer than 14 
platinum albums and 39 gold discs, alongside 
a Grammy win for Best Metal Performance. 
Couple that with a fervent fan-base that extends 
across the world, and even the mainstream is un-
able to ignore the band’s idiosyncratic presence. 
As their tour manager Mike Amato aptly puts it, 
“I work with a band that wear masks for a living. 
How come everyone recognises them when we’re 
at airports? That’s how big this has become.”

Even by the band’s own considerable career 
standards, 2019 proved to be a bumper year, 
with the release of their sixth album We Are 
Not Your Kind beating Taylor Swift’s Lover, and 
topping the album charts in ten countries in the 
first week of its release. The band’s 29-date pro-
prietary Knotfest Roadshow, meanwhile, sold 
525,000 tickets in the States last year, with a 2020 
sequel due to commence in May. Beyond North 
America, standalone Knotfests have expanded 
as far afield as France and Colombia – and are 
still spreading. 

But more on that in good time for Slipknot are 
currently nearing the end of the biggest European 
tour of their career, traversing 15 countries over 
28 arena dates. They sold out 25 of those shows 
well in advance, backed by their loyal team of tal-
ented creatives and promoters, who take us inside 
the planning and concept of the tour below.

Tour promoters Live Nation are delighted. 
“Slipknot only continue to grow and push the 
boundaries,” says Shane Bourbonnais, Live Na-
tion’s president of talent for international music. 
“The band and their team are professionals to 
the bone and the success of the We Are Not Your 
Kind campaign, both live and recorded, is testa-
ment to the incredible work they put in. Over 
half a million fans have seen the band in the last 
year and we’re not done yet. We look forward to 
everything they throw at us in the future”

At the time of writing, Slipknot have sold 
302,000 tickets on the current leg of the tour. For 
longtime manager and friend, Cory Brennan, 
founder/CEO of 5B Artist Management, these 
numbers not only signify the band’s enduring 
commercial muscle, but also their position as 
one of metal’s leading players.

Photography © Anthony Scanga
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Crusty denim jackets and bullet belts? Forget everything 
you thought you knew about metal: it’s an evolving genre 
that’s been doing big business while the mainstream was 
otherwise occupied. Kerrang! writer James MacKinnon 

speaks to metal’s champions within the industry and looks 
toward brave new frontiers…
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Metal_Feature

brand and you put on a great live show, things 
are moving,” enthuses Justin Arcangel, president 
of 5B Artist Management and Touring, who rep-
resent Amon Amarth, Babymetal, Slipknot and 
more. “All our data-streaming numbers, ticket 
numbers, merch sales, whatever – are all bigger 
in 2020 than in 2010. The funny thing is when 
you speak to some people that don’t work in this 
genre, they have no idea. Metal is, to this day, 
outsider music, but let me tell you, it’s a major 
cultural thing, especially in Europe.”

Summer knights
“Some of our hardcore audience think may-
be metal is too mainstream now, because in 
Germany there’s a lot in the charts,” chuckles 
Thomas Jensen, CEO of International Concert 
Services and Wacken co-founder, pondering the 
sea change since he fi rst staged the festival in 
the German village’s gravel pit in 1990. Now in 
its third decade, with all 75,000 tickets for 2020’s 
edition snapped up in an astonishing 21 hours, 
Wacken is a major force, with good company 
in France’s Hellfest (55,000-capacity), Belgium’s 
Graspop (50,000-cap), plus the UK’s Bloodstock 
Open Air (20,000-cap) and Download, which at-
tracts 110,000 fans over the weekend) – a “heavy 
music summer,” as Jensen calls it. Which is not 
even to dig into the boom in boutique festivals 
o� ering bespoke experiences such as Italy’s Rock 
The Castle or the Netherlands’ Roadburn, whose 
reputation as a tastemaker event means 75% of 

ast year, Iron Maid-
en singer Bruce 
Dickinson was be-
stowed with two 
very unique hon-
ours. In April, he 
was made an honor-
ary citizen of Sara-
jevo in recognition 
of a concert his solo 

band Skunkworks played there in 1994, during a 
prolonged siege of the Bosnia and Herzegovina 
capital. Presenting the award, Mayor Abdulah 
Skaka said, “The arrival of Mr. Dickinson in Sa-
rajevo, in 1994, was one of those moments that 
made us realise that we will survive.” The other 
accolade was bestowed upon Dickinson by Dr. 
Cristina Rheims, a Brazilian biologist and metal 
fan who gave a newly discovered species of spider 
the title Extraordinarius brucedickonsoni.

If these honours anecdotally demonstrate 
metal’s soft power, its global reach, and the deep 
devotion of its fans, then the fact that Amon 
Amarth, a melodic death metal band whose 
principal lyrical inspiration is Viking folklore, 
will shake the fi elds of Wacken Open Air festival 
with 75,000 roaring fans this summer, should 
be considered testament to metal’s undaunted 
commercial clout.

“It feels like there’s a cultural movement hap-
pening where, if you’re in the metal game and 
you’re good at what you do, you have a specifi c 
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A roster that reads like a Who’s Who of rock 
royalty easily helped Rod MacSween earn IQ’s title 

of Agent of the Decade, as his artists accounted 
for more ticket sales internationally, than that of 

any other agent. But trying to get to the root of the 
man who has helped his acts entertain countless 

millions of fans over the past ten years is a  
tricky task, as Gordon Masson discovers.

ROD ROD 
MACSWEENMACSWEEN
AGENT OF THE DECADE
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Comment

I n 2015, when the concept for Twickets was born, the tick-
eting industry was broken. The emergence of four major 
players in the uncapped resale space allowed a new breed 

of ticket tout/scalper to thrive. Artist and organiser reputations 
suffered, as did the fans and their bank balances. Horror stories 
of extortionate prices, fraudulent tickets and consumer unrest 
were rife. A worrying pattern was also emerging – 
with fans spending more on tickets, they were able 
to attend less shows and had less to shell out on 
merch and F&B. With the industry coming to 
terms with these changes to the ticketing mar-
ket, we saw an opportunity to offer an ethical 
alternative. Twickets has been at the forefront 
of the fight back in the UK ever since.

Five years on, and two of the major players 
have now ceased trading, with parent company 
Ticketmaster instead following our model of a ‘face-val-
ue’ cap in Europe. The remaining two, StubHub and Viagogo, 
however, are on the brink of becoming one all-powerful sec-
ondary ticketing beast. Recent changes to ticketing laws have 
gradually forced these sites to display more detailed informa-
tion, ultimately making the listings more traceable. This was 
a much-needed change and was rightly applauded, but it’s also 
had the undesired effect of forcing touts underground, onto 
less regulated platforms like Facebook, Twitter, Gumtree and 
new sites such as Gigsberg, where the consumer is now faced 
with the added threat of fake tickets.

Over the past year or so, some primary ticketing sites in the 
UK have joined Ticketmaster in launching their own face-val-
ue resale platforms, dealing exclusively in their own invento-
ry. And there’s the rub. A tour will nearly always be ticketed by 
a wide variety of primary agents, particularly in the UK. Many 
ticket holders looking to sell will have paid little attention to 
exactly who they bought the inventory from, whilst buyers 
hunting for resale tickets are unaware of who the official out-
lets were in the first instance, and don’t know where to look.

This is where Twickets comes in. We are the trustworthy, 
independent and unbiased aggregator that both sides need. 
Twickets remains the only face-value resale service that can 
facilitate the sale of any ticket for any event, no matter where 
it was purchased. It’s also a solution that works. The average 

time from listing to sale has reduced every year since Twickets 
formed, as users build trust in the service, and now stands at 
just over a day. It’s this success that brings fans back and helps 
to create loyal customers. 

For the fan-conscious artist, it is paramount that the guid-
ance is clear. They don’t want to be giving conflicting instruc-

tions for every date on a tour. What’s more, in some cas-
es, even though the primary outlet has a face-value 

resale arm in this country, their global offerings 
are vastly different. If an artist is embarking on 
a world tour, what started out as a fan-friendly 
statement targeted at UK consumers could re-
sult in their audience being unwittingly cast into 
the hands of touts or scalpers elsewhere. 

We are the one-stop shop that simplifies the 
process for fans, and makes life easier for the artists. 

Think of us as the Switzerland of ticketing!
Starting as a business outside of the mainstream bubble, 

Twickets has now been embraced by over 300 artists, promot-
ers, venues, sports teams and theatre producers in the UK and 
we are also the first dedicated resale service to be invited to 
join STAR, the UK’s leading ticketing body.

Going forward, our primary focus must be to carry on 
building awareness, both in the UK and internationally. To 
achieve this, we need to collaborate with yet more like-mind-
ed partners in a multitude of sectors, particularly where cus-
tomer experience is the shared goal. 

Our work with artists such as Ed Sheeran, Adele, Arctic 
Monkeys, Catfish & The Bottlemen, Nick Cave & The Bad 
Seeds, The 1975 and hundreds of others prove that when the 
manager, booking agent, promoter, ticketing agents and ven-
ues all come together with a common goal, the touts really 
can be marginalised. 

After the success that Twickets has had to date, we’ve start-
ed to extend our service so we have the capability to operate 
in other European territories, Australasia and North Amer-
ica. Secondary ticketing is far from just a UK concern, and 
our research has shown that there is significant interest in 
Twickets elsewhere from industry and fans alike. We are now 
taking our first steps towards answering those calls and satis-
fying demand. 

Mark Alexander of Twickets discusses the evolution of secondary ticketing in Europe, and 
explains why the platform still has a place when face-value resale is the new norm

Paving the way
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A s I said at the time, when I received word of Viago-
go’s plans to acquire StubHub, it was one of the 
worst pieces of news I had received in my more than 

40 years in the business.
First of all, the fact that Viagogo can spend $4billion 

[€3.6bn] in cash is very worrying. Secondly, that Viagogo has 
bought a competitor that operates in most countries 
means we are still really far from winning the bat-
tle against this cancer – and I do truly believe it 
is a cancer – which has been eating away at the 
live music industry for far too long now.

I am sure Viagogo has made this deal be-
cause they absolutely know it means they can 
carry on doing secondary ticketing in the ma-
jority of countries in the world and circumvent 
the laws in place.

This is very bad for the future of the industry; for 
music, for punters, and for overall quality. Music is in danger 
of becoming only for rich people and hardcore fans – the only 
people capable of or prepared to pay inflated secondary prices.

We need to do something to combat this, otherwise live mu-
sic as we know it, will die. Hugely inflated prices would mean 
no new acts either, which means no future for the business.

I truly believe the audience and the industry needs wak-
ing up from a long sleep. The music business has clearly been 
“drugged” by this system, which has inflicted damaged on the 
audience, who are, ultimately, our main shareholders.

What’s at stake, in fact, is not just the chance for punters 
to buy tickets at a decent and sustainable price, or attend sev-
eral different shows, or even for newcomers to the live music 
industry to freely decide whether they want to be an inde-

pendent entrepreneur or an employee of one of a few major 
companies… What’s at stake now is the future of our kids 
and, ultimately, their relation to culture and live music and 
the role it plays in their lives. 

With the dawn of dynamic pricing, which uses software 
to price tickets automatically based on popularity, we have 

taken yet another step towards the algorithmisation of 
the live music industry.

Are audiences of the future going to be able 
to grow their identities and personal tastes or-
ganically, rather than artificially following algo-
rithms that decide – what they listen to, what 
they see, what they buy and so on – for them?

The music business has to walk to the beat of 
its own drum, the way it has always has.
This means making your own choices based on 

whether you believe in an artist and like their material, 
not because an algorithm tells you that a particular song is 
what ‘X’ amount of people will love or that this is how much 
a ticket should cost. 

It means challenging convention and creating our own 
future based on our own feelings. What really scares me is 
that if we don’t act now, in the very near future people will no 
longer trust their own feelings and make their own decisions.

The future should not be dictated by a computer. The fu-
ture should depend on our own talent, courage, respect, work 
ethics and professionalism.

The huge personalities that have influenced the industry, 
like Bill Graham, certainly didn’t use algorithms, and we are 
all in the industry because of their talent and charisma. May-
be it’s time we remembered that.  

Italian promoter Claudio Trotta, CEO of Barley Arts, sounds the alarm about Viagogo’s takeover  
of StubHub, and the wider consequences of the ‘algorithmisation’ of the music industry

No rhythm in the algorithm

“The future should not be dictated by a 
computer. The future should depend on 
our own talent, courage, respect, work 

ethics and professionalism”
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Germany’s FKP Scorpio acquires 
a majority stake in Nordic 
Live, formerly Norway’s largest 
independent booking agency.

The 20th anniversary of Primavera 
Sound experiences “the most 
significant surge in sales in the 
history” of the Barcelona festival, 
with more than 10,000 tickets sold 
in 24 hours.

Switzerland’s Montreux Jazz 
Festival partners with Fairmont 
Hotels and Resort Group to launch 
the 2020 Fairmont World Tour, a 
concert series taking place across 
the group’s 13 hotels.

Hockenheimring, the motor 
racing circuit formerly home to 
German grand prix, could become 
a permanent live entertainment 
venue, according to track bosses 
and local authorities.

Concert promoters in Zimbabwe 
are left counting their losses after a 
fake ticket scam hits Bulawayo, the 
country’s second-largest city, over 
the festive period.

JANUARY
Vivendi and a consortium led by 
Tencent, the Chinese tech and 
entertainment giant, finalise the 
consortium’s acquisition of a 10% 
stake in Universal Music Group, 
concluding talks that began last 
summer.

Massive Attack announce they 
will travel by train when touring 
Europe in future, in the group’s 
latest attempt to tackle the live 
industry’s carbon footprint.

Beijing’s municipal government 
unveils plans to position the city as 
an “international music capital,” 
aiming for revenue from the 
Chinese capital’s music and related 
industries to reach ¥120billion 
[€99bn] by 2025.

Promoters TEG Live and TEG Dainty 
announce a benefit concert to raise 
funds to provide relief from the 
bushfires burning across Australia.

Sofar Sounds agree a settlement 
with New York state’s Department 
of Labor that will see it distribute 
$460,000 [€422,000] among people 
who worked its concerts for free 
between 2016 and 2019. 

FKP Scorpio opens its first office 
in Belgium, marking the German 
promoter’s expansion into its tenth 
European market.

Abu Dhabi’s upcoming Yas Bay 
Arena becomes Etihad Arena after 
signing a naming-rights agreement 
with Etihad Airways.

See Tickets acquires Starticket, 
a major player in Switzerland, 
bolstering the UK-based ticket 
seller’s presence on the continent 
and expanding its footprint to a 
ninth European market.

Insurance broker Integro’s 
entertainment and sports division 
rebrands as Tysers, after the 
company it acquired in June 2018.

Folkert Koopmans, founder of 
FKP Scorpio, opens All Artists 
Agency in Berlin, with former 
Four Artists deputy MD Markus 
Große leading the management 
team.

SUBSCRIBE TO
IQ MAGAZINE
imogen@iq-mag.net

An annual subscription
to IQ is £90 (print)
or £75 (electronic).
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In Brief

Swiss ticketing solution provider 
SecuTix announces the acquisition 
of Belgian white-label ticketing 
company Oxynade.

CTS Eventim acquires a majority 
stake in newly founded Swiss 
powerhouse Gadget abc 
Entertainment Group AG, 
which unites André Béchir’s abc 
Production with the wepromote 
consortium of companies.

The UK live industry celebrates a 
50% cut in business rates for small- 
and mid-sized grass-roots music 
venues – a “much-needed” boost 
for the country’s music venues.

More than 1,200 fans were denied 
entry to the 16,000-capacity 
WiZink Center in 2019, the Madrid 
venue says, having purchased 
false or duplicated tickets from 
unofficial platforms.

The Competition and Markets 
Authority demands that StubHub 
makes changes to its website or 
faces court action, after identifying 
several problems it believes are in 
breach of UK consumer law.

A number of live shows in China, 
Hong Kong and Singapore are 
called off or postponed over 
fears related to the spread of the 
coronavirus.

Cashless payment specialist 
Intellitix Technologies acquires a 
majority stake in CrowdBlink, a 
mobile-first event management 
platform.

FEBRUARY
Sam Gores, CEO of Paradigm 
Talent Agency, reiterates that the 
company is not for sale, following 
US media reports that link the 
agency with a takeover by CAA.

German event infrastructure 
giant eps expands its international 
operations with the launch of a 
new division in Canada.

The 1975’s Matty Healy states he 
will only agree to play at festivals 
that commit to featuring 50% 
female and non-binary performers 
(see page 25).

Festival streaming platform 
LiveXLive acquires React Presents, 
a Chicago-based promoter of 
electronic dance music events, for 
$2m [€1.8m].

Paradigm buys a stake in London-
based sync and sound branding 
agency Pitch & Sync, further 
expanding the scope of its artist 
representation in the UK.

MTV’s SnowGlobe Music Festival 
settles with an environmental non-
profit that brought legal action 
over the amount of benzene – a 
toxic hydrocarbon – produced by 
the event.

Modern Sky, China’s biggest 
festival promoter, streams past 
editions of its Strawberry Music 
Festival to fans forced to stay 
indoors by the coronavirus 
outbreak.

The UK’s Competition and Markets 
Authority tells ticket resellers 
StubHub and Viagogo to halt any 
integration of the two businesses 
until it has finished investigating 
the proposed merger.

GET INVOLVED
Want to share your 
views on breaking 
industry news? Then 
get involved in the 
discussion on Twitter:  
@iq_mag

Swedish promoter Luger 
announces its expansion into 
Norway, opening an office in Oslo 
to strengthen its presence in the 
Scandinavian market.

Coachella promoter Goldenvoice 
announces Cruel World, a new 
one-day LA festival that will feature 
Blondie, Morrissey and Devo.
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L
et’s talk about Scottish independence. 
We’re referring, obviously, to Gerry Cin-
namon, the staunchly indie, Glaswegian 
guitar-basher who has packed a career’s 
worth of touring milestones into the 
past two or three years.

There was the pair of sold-out shows 
at Glasgow’s Barrowland Ballroom in 

2017 – the first unsigned artist to manage such 
a feat. Then Cinnamon really went up in the 
world, with two Christmas 2019 gigs at Glas-
gow’s SSE Hydro and one at Aberdeen’s 15,000-
cap P&J Arena – the biggest indoor show ever 
in Scotland. And, surely capping it all off, next 
summer’s show at Hampden Park: 50,000 tick-
ets… all long gone.

“He grew up literally a stone’s throw away 
from Hampden, in Castlemilk,” says Geoff Ellis, 
CEO of DF Concerts. “We sold it out in a day.”

The fact that Cinnamon has also quickly con-
verted local-hero status into arena-filling UK 
and Ireland success underscores Scotland’s status 
as a rigorous proving ground for its own artists, 
of whom he and Lewis Capaldi, are just the latest 
to break in a big way.

“If you go down well here, you are not going 
to be too shabby when you go out in the rest of 
the world,” theorises Hold Fast Entertainment’s 
Donald MacLeod, who operates Glasgow venues 
the Cathouse and the Garage.

Despite ranking in the lower half 
of European countries in terms 
of population, Scotland hits way 
above its weight when it comes to 
live music success, with a number 
of venues making Pollstar’s annual 
listings. Adam Woods reports on the 
country’s growing live music scene.

WEE WILL ROCK YOU
Aberdeen
● 	Beach Ballroom
● 	Cafe Drummonds
● 	Lemon Tree
● 	Music Hall
● 	P&J Live
● 	The Tunnels

Dundee
● 	Beat Generator Live!
● 	Caird Hall
● 	Clarks On Lindsay  
 Street
● 	Fat Sam’s
● 	The Hunter S  
 Thompson

Edinburgh
● 	Edinburgh  
 Music Lovers
● 	Electronic  
 Edinburgh
● 	Fly Events
● 	Nothing Ever  
 Happens Here
● 	Regular Music
● 	Underbelly 
● 	Assembly Rooms
● 	Bannerman’s
● 	Cowgate
● 	Edinburgh Castle  
 Esplanade
● 	Henry’s
● 	La Belle Angèle
● 	Leith Depot
● 	Leith Theatre 
● 	Mash House
● 	Princes Street  
 Gardens
● 	Ross Bandstand
● 	Royal Highland  
 Centre
● 	Sneaky Pete’s
● 	Summerhall
● 	The Caves
● 	The Liquid Room
● 	The Queen’s Hall

● 	Usher Hall
● 	Voodoo Rooms
● 	Electronic  
 Edinburgh
● 	FLY Open Air
● 	Summer Sessions 
● 	Terminal V
● 	Wide Days

Falkirk
● 	Falkirk Stadium

Forres
● 	The Loft

Glasgow
● 	Active Events
● 	Antidote Booking
● 	ATC-Live
● 	432 Presents
● 	DF Concerts
● 	Hold Fast   
 Entertainment 
● 	PCL Presents
● 	Synergy
● 	The Fallen Angels Club
● 	Triple G
● 	Barrowland  
 Ballroom 
● 	Broadcast
● 	Cathouse
● 	CCA
● 	Garage
● 	Hampden Park
● 	Kelvingrove  
 bandstand
● 	King Tut’s Wah  
 Wah Hut
● 	Mono
● 	Nice N Sleazy
● 	O2 ABC   
 (closed)
● 	02 Academy
● 	Oran Mor
● 	Saint Luke’s
● 	SSE Hydro
● 	Stereo

● 	SWG3 
● 	The Hug and Pint
● 	Celtic Connections
● 	Summer Sessions
● 	The Great Western
● 	TRNSMT

Inverness
● 	Beyond Events
● 	Caledonian Stadium
● 	Eden Court Theatre
● 	Hootananny
● 	The Ironworks
● 	Belladrum Tartan  
 Heart Festival
● 	RockNess   
 (cancelled)

Kilmarnock
● 	Grand Hall
● 	Palace Theatre

Knockengorroch
● 	Knockengorroch

Largs
● 	Kelburn  
 Garden Party

Perth
● 	Inchyra Arts  
 Club

Stirling
● 	Doune The  
 Rabbit Hole

Stornaway
● 	An Lanntair
● 	HebCelt

Strathpeffer
● 	Strathpeffer Pavilion 

Ullapool
● 	Beyond Events
● 	Loopallu (cancelled)

MAP KEY  ●Venues    ● Promoters    ● Festivals    ● Agents
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DUNDEE
●

ABERDEEN
●

EDINBURGH
●●●

FALKIRK
●

GLASGOW
●●●●

KILMARNOCK
●

STORNAWAY
●●

FORRES
●

INVERNESS
●●●

STRATHPEFFER
●

ULLAPOOL
●●

STIRLING
●

LARGS
●

PERTH
●

SCOTLAND

ENGLAND

NORTH SEA
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2019 READER STATS
Total users in 2019: 512,000
Unique users per month: 60,000 (up 20% on 2018)
Page views: 1,032,380 (up 33% on 2018)

“Its global reach, expert analysis and in-depth coverage of the entire 
international live business makes IQ Index my first choice for live music 
industry news.”
Russell Warby, WME

“IQ Index is my first place of reference for live music industry news, I have found 
them to be consistently ahead of the pack in breaking the latest stories.”
Folkert Koopmans, FKP Scorpio

WHAT WE DO
IQ-MAG.NET & INDEX

Daily News
IQ consistently breaks key industry stories first.

Index
The daily digital newsletter for the live music industry –  
including news, features and job adverts –  is received  
by more than 12,000 subscribers globally.

Magazine Selected Content
Highlights from the latest issue of IQ Magazine.

Features
Unique feature articles for our digital audience.

Recruitment
The latest vacancies from across the live music ecosystem.

Events
Detailed previews of forthcoming industry events and congresses.
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OUR AUDIENCE
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Who they are
n Concert promoters
n Festival organisers
n Booking agents
n Artist managers
n Venue operators
n Ticketing companies
n Production suppliers
n Professional services
n Trade associations
n Tech companies
n Show producers
n Record labels/ 
 publishers
n Press, radio & TV

Where they are

Reader sample
n Live Nation (all markets)
n AEG Live 
n FKP Scorpio
n William Morris Endeavor
n CAA 
n CTS Eventim
n C3 Presents 
n Move Concerts
n DEAG AG 
n Ticketmaster
n Oakview Group 
n Universal Music
n United Talent Agency
n International Talent Booking
n SJM Concerts 
n Paradigm Talent Agency
n Frontier Touring Company
n Solo Agency
n The O2 Arena 
n Primary Talent
n Yourope 
n Glastonbury Festival
n Roskilde 
n X-ray Touring
n Karsten Jahnke Konzertagentur
n Chugg Entertainment 
n ID&T
n Academy Music Group
n LiveStyled

“Whether you are a manager, a promoter, an agent, a professional in the 
production & touring area, venue or anyone else with an interest in the 
live music area, IQ is an interesting and informative read. In an industry 
that moves so fast, IQ can give a concise overview of so much that is 
going on across all areas of the business.”
Emma Banks, CAA

“I very much look forward to each  
IQ magazine – it contains great  
stories and some funny gossip!”
Thomas Johansson, Live Nation
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WHY ADVERTISE

Live music industry focus
If you or your company are suppliers of services to 
the live music industry then IQ is the most efficient 
gateway to relay your message to the industry’s 
decision makers.

A respected specialist title
If you are an agent promoting your roster; a venue 
planning and confirming your programme; or a 
festival profiling your event, your business or product 
will be brought directly to the attention of those who 
can help make your business a success.

Competitive rates
Our rates are highly competitive, with attractive 
series discounts in print, while bundle packages 
cover print and online. All options allow you to plan  
a strong, visible and cost-effective campaign.

Exclusive readership
Our readers are actively engaged in our content 
across multiple platforms, ensuring sharp focus  
on your marketing campaigns. 

Repeat read value
IQ Magazine remains on office desks and in reception 
areas for longer than any other title, while our in-
depth editorial is frequently quoted by mainstream 
press, or referenced throughout the year by other 
industry events. Meanwhile, our annual publications 
are referenced year round.

Double digital impact
With all website advertising also featuring on the daily 
Index news digest email, advertisers receive twice 
the digital impact.

“IQ cuts through the fluff and gives me the news and updates I like to see 
regarding our business. With the limited time we all have to catch up on 
reading all the trade magazines, it is helpful to have a magazine that gets 
to the point.”
Phil Rodriguez, Move Concerts

“IQ is a thoroughly enjoyable read and has more up-to-date and relevant 
information in every issue. I look forward to receiving it.”
Stuart Galbraith, Kilimanjaro Live
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RATES
IQ MAGAZINE

1 ISSUE 2 ISSUES 3 ISSUES

DPS £4,650 Contact us for further details

FULL PAGE £2,360 £2,125 £1,890

HALF PAGE £1,385 £1,250 £1,110

QUARTER PAGE £970 £870 £775

SPECIAL POSITIONS 1 ISSUE 2 ISSUES 3 ISSUES

INSIDE FRONT £2,660 £2,395 £2,130

INSIDE BACK £2,600 £2,340 £2,080

OUTSIDE BACK £3,025 £2,720 £2,450

Loose insert (per 1,000): £500
Minimum insertion: 2,000
Guaranteed RHP/FM: +20%

For series bookings for more than 3 issues,
please get in touch.

PLEASE SUPPLY HI-RES PDF OR JPG FILES @ 300 DPI

All prices are listed excluding VAT. Any advertising 
placed with IQ is subject to our standard terms and 
conditions. These can be read in full at: 
iq-mag.net/terms-and-conditions

DPS
For DPS specs please contact us

HALF PAGE VERTICAL (HPV)
TRIM (h)237mm x (w)84mm

QUARTER PAGE ISLAND (QPI)
TRIM (h)113mm x (w)84mm

FULL PAGE
BLEED (h)266mm x (w)216mm
TRIM (h)260mm x (w)210mm
TYPE (h)232mm x (w)183.6mm

HALF PAGE HORIZONTAL (HPH)
TRIM (h)113mm x (w)183.6mm

QUARTER PAGE  
HORIZONTAL (QPH)
TRIM (h)56.5mm x (w)183.6mm
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RATES
WEBSITE & INDEX

All website advertising includes rotating banners in IQ Index 
(the daily digital newsletter for the live music industry).

IQ-mag.net is a responsive site, built to display on
multiple devices, so we require adverts sized for desktop, 
mobile and Index.

Index Banner (h)132px x (w) 598px: file size must not  
exceed 99KB

Animated gifs: File size must not exceed 300K.
A maximum of 5-second rotation is allowed.
Java Applets and CGI Scripting are not supported.

1 MONTH 2 MONTHS 3 MONTHS

SUPER LEADERBOARD £2,000 £1,800 £1,600

MPU £1,500 £1,350 £1,200

BANNER £995 £900 £825

RECRUITMENT 1 MONTH 2 MONTHS

SINGLE JOB ADVERT £250 £400

3 JOB ADVERT BUNDLE £550 £1,000

SPECIAL POSITIONS 1 WEEK

SITE-WIDE POP-UP £2,750

Rate includes advert placement on website, and rotation in daily Index 
emails during period. All website adverts are sold on rotation (up to 3x)

PLEASE SUPPLY ALL ARTWORK AS 72DPI, RGB FILES
All prices are listed excluding VAT

Any advertising placed with IQ is subject to our standard terms and conditions. 
These can be read in full at: iq-mag.net/terms-and-conditions

DESKTOP (h)200px x (w)900px
MOBILE (h)349px x (w)456px
INDEX (h)132px x (w)598px

DESKTOP (h)151px x (w)376px
MOBILE (h)97px x (w)241px
INDEX (h)132px x (w)598px (<99KB)

DESKTOP (h)310px x (w)376px
MOBILE (h)198px x (w)241px
INDEX (h)132px x (w)598px

DESKTOP (h)600px x (w)600px
MOBILE (h)300px x (w)300px
INDEX (h)132px x (w)598px
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RATES
PRINT & DIGITAL PACKAGES

All packages include:
1 issue of IQ Magazine
1 month on IQ-Mag.net
1 month on IQ Index

For advertising options for our annual publications – 
International Ticketing Yearbook and European Arena 
Yearbook – please contact us.

1 MONTH

Package for one advertiser per magazine feature: 
Full page + Digital + Roadblock on chosen ad sites 
for digitally-repurposed editorial feature

Full page + Super leaderboard £3,950

Full page + MPU £3,450

Full page + banner £2,950

Half page + banner £1,950

“The quality of the services we received was 
great. The banner helped us to reach new 
possibilities inside the music industry.”
Francis Casado, 3D Digital Venue

All prices are listed excluding VAT

Any advertising placed with IQ is subject to our standard terms and conditions. 
These can be read in full at: iq-mag.net/terms-and-conditions
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RATES
PROMOTED CONTENT & RECRUITMENT

RECRUITMENT

IQ’s editorial team will work with you to craft 
compelling promoted content for IQ Magazine
or IQ-mag.net and Index, finding the perfect 
angle to interest readers.
 
With our significant reach across all platforms, 
our packages will give you real stand out for
a highly-targeted audience

(Social support for all promoted content on our Facebook and Twitter pages).
Package includes the cost of content origination, with banners sold on up to 3x rotation.

Advertise your job to 20,000+ live music industry professionals in over 60 markets.
Job adverts cost £250 per month, including display on the IQ website and Index.  
Discounts are available for long-term and multiple adverts – see page 7 for details.

Submit your job via the IQ website here.

1 MONTH

Full page Print + Online Promoted Content,  
+ Super Leaderboard
(inc. £200 production charge)

£5,000

Online Promoted Content + Super Leaderboard £2,500

Online Promoted Content + MPU £1,950

Online Promoted Content + Banner £1,450

“Our digital marketing campaign with IQ was 
fantastic for keeping our name out there in 
the music industry.”
Lizzy Templer, Premier Aviation

All prices are listed excluding VAT

Any advertising placed with IQ is subject to our standard terms and conditions. 
These can be read in full at: iq-mag.net/terms-and-conditions
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CONTACT US

Whatever your marketing 
budget dictates, IQ offers a 
cost-effective way to reach the 
largest professional audience 
in the global live music and 
entertainment space.

Steve Woollett
Advertising Manager
Steve@iq-mag.net
+44 (0)203 743 0304

Gordon Masson
Editor
Gordon@iq-mag.net
+44 (0)203 743 0303

Jon Chapple
News Editor
Jon@iq-mag.net
+44 (0)203 743 3288

Anna Grace
Staff Writer
Anna@iq-mag.net
+44 (0)203 743 3288

Archie Carmichael
Digital Sales / Special Projects Manager
Archie@iq-mag.net
Mobile: + 44 (0) 771 054 4705

For bookings or more information on the best options to get your 
campaign, company or product noticed, please contact:

Live Music Intelligence IQ-mag.net
Unit 31, Tileyard Road, London, N7 9AH, United Kingdom

For editorial, please contact:
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